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KCGM
is proud to be a
GOLD sponsor for this
annual community event.
Special thanks to our
KCGM volunteers for
their time.

KCGM celebrates the 20th
St Barbara’s Festival
KCGM concluded its 30 year celebrations in
2019 with one of the biggest events on the
Kalgoorlie-Boulder calendar—the annual
St Barbara’s Festival.
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Named after the Catholic patron saint of miners
Saint Barbara, the festival celebrates the
relationship between the mining industry and
the Goldfields with a street parade as well as
acknowledging those who have lost their lives
in the industry with a memorial service. In 2019,
the festival celebrated its 20 year anniversary.
KCGM representatives attended the Miners’
Memorial on Thursday, November 28th to pay
respects to the families of those who have lost
their lives. Cecile Thaxter laid a wreath at the
St Barbara’s statue on behalf of our KCGM
community.
Days later on Sunday, 1st December, Hannan
Street was filled with thousands of residents
as one of our 793C dump trucks once again
provided the grand finale for the parade. The
truck chosen was our NAIDOC themed truck,
with tray art commissioned by local Aboriginal

artist Jason Dimer and his family back in July
(read more about it on page 10 of this issue).
Along with the 793C truck, we also had a
992K Loader, Force Water Cart and our Mining
Legends R2900 Charity Loader in the parade.
Gavin Grljusich, Gidji Maintenance Supervisor
was chosen to ride at the front of the 793C
truck as the KCGM Christmas elf. After 32
years at KCGM, Gavin said riding at the front
of the truck was a highlight of his time with
the company.
“To be up there driving down your home town
on a big haul truck, it was pretty mind blowing,
a once in a lifetime opportunity,” he said.
Greg Smith was chosen to drive the 793C for
the parade, along with Taylor Rowe operating
the 2900 UG loader and Francis Ladisla the
992K loader.
There were also over 20 KCGM volunteers on hand
to help decorate the equipment and act as parade
and truck marshals to ensure everybody enjoyed the
event safely.

!

SAFETY
FIRST

Manager Welcome
As we move into a new year and new era for KCGM, let us focus on
working together to continue mining safely.
Happy New Year! As the festive season winds
up, I hope you all were able to take time out
with your families and friends to enjoy the
holiday period. I’m sure for many there was a
little too much food eaten and drinks shared
but hopefully you have returned to work wellrested and ready to take on 2020.
The final quarter for 2019 brought a lot of
change for KCGM. KCGM farewelled former
General Manager Cecile Thaxter after a two
year tenure and as I’m sure you will be aware
by now—Saracen Mineral Holdings and
Northern Star Resources have been announced
as KCGM’s new Joint Venture partners—with
Saracen and Northern Star purchasing Barrick
and Newmont Goldcorp’s interests in KCGM
respectively.
While the sale of Newmont Goldcorp’s half
of KCGM was a surprise to many, I want to
assure you that Newmont Goldcorp and I
personally will continue to work with Saracen
and Northern Star to ensure the transition
is smooth on-site over the next 6 months,
maintaining production and safety at the
forefront of everyone’s minds.
This is an exciting time for KCGM.
Both Northern Star Resources and Saracen
Mineral Holdings are WA-based mining
companies, with strong ties to the Goldfields.
Northern Star’s executive chairman Bill
Beament and Saracen’s managing director
Raleigh Finlayson are alumni of the Western
Australian School of Mines and have a vested
interest in the local community.

The significant financial investment both
companies have made in KCGM should
be seen as a strong sign of the future of
the operations. With continued growth
opportunities for Open Pit and Mt Charlotte
shared in November as well as plans for the
next phase of the East Wall Remediation in the
Fimiston Pit due to be finalised in the coming
months, KCGM is well-positioned to maintain
strong production targets in the coming years
and extend its current Life of Mine.
During a big transition, it can be difficult to
focus on the task at hand. I would like to
remind everyone that during this process, it
is still business as usual for our teams. First
and foremost, we will continue to meet our
production targets safely. As always, the health
and safety, including the mental well-being of
employees, is paramount above all else. For
any additional support, please contact your
supervisor, Human Resources or our Employee
Assistance Program, Benestar.

Being SAFE should be at
the forefront of everything we do.

Raising the Safety Standard at KCGM
The new Safe Systems of Work program was
launched in October, establishing a foundation
for the onboarding process and allowing KCGM
to set clear standards around safety and overall
expectations.
Following KCGM’s cultural commitment sessions
and feedback provided during the Quarter 2
Business Updates, it was evident that both
employees and Business Partners agreed that
standards on site are not always clear.
This mandatory training is providing new starters
and our Business Partners with an introduction
to KCGM’s safety systems and incident reporting
requirements, taking a back to basics approach
and embedding the right behaviours into our
safety culture.
Safety Advisor Graham Williams has been
working as part of the safety team since 2008
and says that the new program is providing

The new program runs every Monday, with each
session averaging around 40 people a week,
as well as large group sessions held before
shutdowns. Eight KCGM employees (inclusive of
members of the safety team and other relevant
areas), facilitate components of these sessions,
ensuring that everyone understands the KCGM
Safe Systems of Work model, including safety
systems and reporting requirements.

CME Underground Emergency Response Competition
If you are
interested in joining
please contact Jake at
jbenson@kalgold.com.au

KCGM’s Mount Charlotte Underground Operations were proud to host the 2019 Chamber of Minerals and
Energy (CME) Underground Mine Emergency Response Competition. The successful event showcased the high
level of emergency preparedness skills and knowledge that exists within the Goldfields region, with 13 teams
participating in a range of challenges.

I wish KCGM’s new Joint Venture partners and
employees the best for the future and I will
continue to work with you all during my time
here to ensure our teams are supported during
this transition.

The Emergency Response Team from KCGM
performed very well across multiple disciplines,
ultimately taking out fourth place for ‘Best
Team’ against twelve other teams from across
the Goldfields region.

Tyson Brock | Assist | Underground Electrician

Congratulations to the following KCGM
employees:

A special mention to Underground Geologist
Sarah Pemberton who competed in the
Incident Management scenario for KCGM,
placing a very close second.

Josh Crowder | Captain | Open Pits
Blast Crew
Jason Browne | Vice-Captain |
Underground Geologist
Tom James | Medic | Apprentice Electrician
Ava Stephens | Medic | Geologist
Colum O’Leary | Assist | Geologist
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“The new training presents to participants
real and honest data on the current state of
safety onsite, and is giving people the chance
to interact and have open discussions, ask
questions and share their knowledge. It is great
to see people participating and sharing their
stories,” he says.

I would like to thank everyone for their warm
welcomes on my arrival in December. There are
many of you who unfortunately I have not had
the opportunity to meet, but I have definitely
seen the hard work and value brought to
KCGM by every team on-site. While I will likely
hold the legacy of being the shortest tenured
General Manager in KCGM’s history, I am very
proud to have been on board for my short time.

Ben Wessely
KCGM General Manager
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everyone basic risk assessment
training, something that has quite often
been missed in the onboarding process.

Kate Metzke | Reserve | Open Pits Truck
Operator
Mark Kaitamak | Manager | Crusher Operator

Emergency Response Officer Jake Benson
said that KCGM is very fortune to have such
a dedicated group of volunteers who have
committed to assisting our site in the event of
an emergency. “Being a member of the team is
a great opportunity to grow both your life and
leadership skills,” he says.
The Golden Mile Post
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In the Community

Project Updates
KEMIX Screen Tracking

KCGM supports a very Worthy cause
KCGM purchased a charity-rebuilt CAT R2900
Underground in October, supporting the Mining
Legends Project and two worthy beneficiaries.
The project was led by local machinery
supplier Worthy Parts, with donations from the
Australian Mining Industry.
Throughout the year, a donated secondhand loader was rebuilt with parts, labour
and financial support from over 80 mining
companies across Australia.
Two not-for-profit organisations, Miners’
Promise and the Goldfields-Esperance
Community Trust, each received $300,000
from the proceeds.
The Loader was featured in the St Barbara’s
Parade before heading underground with our

Mt Charlotte team. The machine was also
named ‘Michaela’ in honour of Worthy Parts
Director Michael Worthington, who envisioned
and led the re-build.
Former General Manager Cecile Thaxter
said she wanted to thank everyone who
enthusiastically supported the project.
“This endeavour represents an inspiring
example of how our people collaborated to
make not only KCGM a better place to work,
but our community a better place to live.
“This project will further the growth of Mt.
Charlotte, KCGM, our people, and our
community—particularly those who will
benefit from the $600,000 contribution.”

Local Voices Update
Earlier this year, KCGM launched a three-year
community engagement project called Local
Voices, encouraging the community to provide
feedback and share ideas to help influence
KCGM’s business decisions.

Book Award
Donations
KCGM is proud to have
donated book award prizes
for 2019 to the following
Goldfields Schools:
• Boulder Primary School
• Coolgardie CAPS
• Goldfields Baptist
College
• Hannans Primary School
• North Kalgoorlie
Primary School
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Over 400 people completed the first anchor
survey, which closed in November. Surveys
were conducted online and face to face. Of
those who participated in the survey:
• Over 60% were employed full time
• Nearly 60% were female
• Participants were located in 16 suburbs 		
across Kalgoorlie-Boulder
• Around 30% intend to stay in Kalgoorlie-		
Boulder for more than 10 years
Data from the anchor survey will be available
on KCGM’s website and social media channels
soon. A Conversation Café will take place in
February 2020 for community members who
wish to hear more about the data collected and
discuss specific themes related to KCGM.

The Fimiston Processing team have
recently implemented a new tracking
system in order to improve maintenance
costs and safely maintain CIL 2 and 3
Kemix screens.

Local Voices also allows local community
organisations and groups to benefit financially
through the project. When participants
complete surveys, they receive tokens
which they can allocate to one or more
eligible not-for-profit community groups that
have registered via the project web page.
Community groups can then cash these
tokens in at any time for money.

The team is utilising the tracking system
that is used on their EWP fleet in order
to automate run times on each screen,
controlling the repair schedules and

As of November, $8,380 worth of tokens were
allocated to Kalgoorlie-Boulder community
groups. Forty eight community groups have
registered with the Local Voices project.

As part of its purpose to create value
and improve lives through sustainable
and responsible mining, KCGM
continues to focus on the growth of
its people and resource.

Short Pulse Surveys will take place quarterly.
To have your say, visit https://voconiq.com/
localvoices/ to register your feedback and
nominate your community group. Your survey
responses will be kept confidential by Voconiq
and will be de-identified and combined so that
only the total results will be disclosed to KCGM,
to indicate the opinions of community members
as a collective.

forward planning the maintenance—
rather than running to fail.
Senior Maintenance Planner Shannon
Youd said that the project will allow for
safer and more efficient maintenance
by changing the screens in a planned
fashion. Breakdowns are unsafe and
frustrating for the execution teams—
this will help alleviate those breakdowns.

“The savings from the controlled
maintenance are expected to be
approximately $110,000 per year,
and we are hoping to replicate the
tracking on other equipment within the
processing plant in order to create more
efficiencies,” Shannon said.

Growing KCGM

To deliver on this commitment,
KCGM is currently exploring a number
of growth opportunities relating to the
Fimiston South open pit and Mount
Charlotte East underground projects.
In addition, the company is seeking
approval to extend its Tailings

Storage Facility which will allow for
the uninterrupted continuation of
KCGM’s operations to end of mine
life, providing ongoing economic and
employment benefits to the City of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder.
KCGM is also reviewing a number
of options to remediate the
Fimiston Pit East Wall Failure, with
recommendations due to be reported
in early 2020.

The Golden Mile Post
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News
KCGM celebrates Excellence and Long Service with Awards Night

KCGM would also
like to acknowledge our
longstanding relationships
with our Business Partners Orica,
Westrac, Ausdrill and Komatsu
who have been with us for
over 20 years.

On November 16, KCGM’s Senior Leadership Team hosted a combined Excellence and Long
Service Awards Night, in celebration of our people’s achievements throughout the year and to
help mark our 30th year of operations on the Golden Mile.
The Lord Forrest Precinct was turned
into an open air wonderland where
over 200 employees, Business Partners
and invited guests enjoyed fine food,
drinks and entertainment by the Nadju
Dancers, celebrity MC Dave O’Neil and
band Powder Keg.
CATEGORY

Congratulations to the following
Excellence Award winners, who were
nominated by their team members and
chosen as the winners by our Senior
Leadership Team for going above and
beyond in these seven categories:

PROJECT

WINNER

Leadership

Full Potential Refresh 2019

Michelle
Marcinkowski

Environment

Energy and Emissions: Streamlining,
Contingency and Update

James Waterhouse

External
Relations

International Women’s Day Pink Blast

Jason Lowens &
Marcus Vaughan

Continuous
Improvement

14L Underground Workshop Upgrade
and Housekeeping

Rob Dahmen

Exploration
and Geology

AcQuire Drill Hole Database Migration
and Optimisation

Ay San Tjia

Safety

Removal of Media from UFG B Mills
in preparation for a Shutdown

Kate Thomson &
Kevin Barry

Volunteer
of the Year

Community events

Hiren Jebaliya

Congratulations also goes to the following Long Service recipients who celebrated their
milestones in 2019:
25 YEARS
Mark Van Maanen

20 YEARS

15 YEARS

10 YEARS

Andrew Whyte

Mark Whitton

Nicole Butler

Mark Keenan

Jonathon Wilkins

Mark Patten

Peter Gill

John Roberts

Anthony Gleeson

Laurie Thornton

Thomas Hodge

Sam Setoki

Graham Williams

Paul Keenan

Rowena Paterson

Dave Adams

Ross Long

Allen Bunce

Todd Altus

Steven
Sioziopoulos

Dennis Castle

Graeme Smith

Nicanor Lucanas
Regina Hunter
Jennifer Iles

Congratulations and thank you to each of the award recipients and nominees for your contribution over the year.
As 2019 comes to an end, we look beyond our 30th year of operations—with a focus on growth, of both our
people and our resource. We should all be proud of our achievements, both now and into the future.
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COMMUNITY

KALGOORLIE-BOULDER

Growing with the

I&D/BRG

On Site
MINT – recognition, rewards and benefits!
KEY ACHIEVEMENTS

52

SPOT
AWARDS
ISSUED

$4,350

SPENT BY KCGM MANAGEMENT

Inclusion and Diversity
KCGM were proud to unveil their NAIDOC
themed haul truck tray in September, just
in time for the Family Day celebration.

and the environment, and was a
visual reminder of the importance of
reconciliation in Kalgoorlie-Boulder.

Local artist Jason Dimer hand-painted
the tray of a 793C Super Pit truck during
NAIDOC Week in July along with help from
his wife Jeanette Dimer and daughter VeraSharhn Dimer.

“Across the many different practices
around the world, whether it be cultural
practices or even industry practices
including mining, there is a common
interaction between human beings and
their environment by use of the four basic
elements - water, earth, wind and fire
which is driven by the fifth element of the
heart,” Mr Dimer said.

The piece, titled Water, Earth, Heart,
Wind & Fire features two native Goldfields
animals, the snake and goanna and their
connection to the Goldfields, the elements
of water and fire and local food sources
such as silky pears and quandong berries.
Mr Dimer said the design reflected the
connection between mining, people

Former General Manager, Cecile Thaxter
said it was important for KCGM to
continue to work with the local community
and invest in projects that encourage
inclusion and diversity.

“RESPONSIBILITY ˮ

MOST
USED
SPOT
WORD

285

eCARDS ISSUED

“We are committed to creating an inclusive
workplace where all employees can
contribute to their fullest potential, and
increasing representation of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples across
the organisation to enhance business
performance.”

MINT has been launched! An initiative
that provides a central online platform,
enabling KCGM employees to recognise
others, be rewarded for exceptional
work, take advantage of discounts and
receive ongoing service awards.
Since its inception in October 428
KCGM employees have registered on
the online portal, gaining the ability
to recognise their peers, as well as
access to a range of discounts offered
at popular retailers, from everyday
groceries to petrol, travel, clothes,
entertainment and movie tickets.
The most popular feature of MINT
has been recognition eCards – with
stories of KCGM employees helping
one another and going above and
beyond their role duties filling the online
recognition wall. Over 285 eCards have
been issued so far, including stories
such as:

Mitch Shuttleworth received “Safety”
eCard from Ahmed Faisal
“Mitch, thanks for identifying the hazards
yesterday in the plant and taking action
to eliminate them straight away. Great
example of duty of care towards your
work mates and leading safety example.
Well done.”
Connie Hori received “Responsibility”
Award from Matt Walter
“Connie, I would like to thank you for
consistently working outside of your role
and supporting the shift supervisors to
ensure A Crew are setup for success.
You’ve done a great job recently filling
the haulage supervisor role whilst
Maddie was away. Thanks and keep
up the good work, it is extremely
appreciated.”
If you have any questions in regards to the
MINT platform, please contact a KCGM HR
representative.

“Reconciliation is going to be a long
process. Small gestures of unification
like this project will be a highly visual
reminder that KCGM are serious about the
reconciliation process in the Goldfields.”

KCGM Wins Global International Women’s Day Award
In November, KCGM was announced as a
winner of the International Women’s Day
(IWD) Global Best Practice Competition in
the category of Private Sector: Impact &
Innovation for its pink blast.
KCGM’s winning entry and IWD activities
included:
• A pink coloured blast in the shape of
the Venus symbol in the Super Pit
which was attended by over 250 		
community members and was visible
at the public lookout.
• Coordination of site wide BBQs and
a fundraising drive for the Goldfields
Women’s Refuge by the Women in
Mining Business Resource Group
(BRG). Over $600 was raised to 		
10
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purchase food, clothing and personal
hygiene items for refuge clients.
In 2019, the IWD campaign theme was
#BalanceforBetter to celebrate women’s
achievements, call for a more genderbalanced world, and implement tangible
action to drive women’s equality.
Over 300 groups entered the IWD 2019
Best Practice Competition showcasing
their impressive achievements and
explaining how they engaged audiences
and communities to help accelerate
women’s equality.
On IWD, KCGM wanted to raise awareness
of women’s roles in a male-dominated
industry as a step towards gender equality.

Site Visit for KCGM’s Community Reference Group
The pink blast received
extensive state and local
media coverage and was a
fantastic collaboration between
KCGM’s Drill and Blast team, Women in
Mining BRG and the External Relations
team.
KCGM’s winning entry, including video footage,
photos and KCGM’s commitment to inclusion
and diversity can be found on the IWD website
www.internationalwomensday.com

On Thursday, November 28, the
Community Reference Group came
together on-site for their final meeting for
2019, farewelling both Cecile Thaxter and
CRG Chairperson Tony Stephenson as
they both moved on from their positions
to other opportunities.
The group was then escorted on a site
tour, where they visited the Fimiston
Tailings Facility and Harvey Hut lookout.
The group received updates from the
Tailings and Environment team on the
Fimiston II Extension Project and from

Luke Cox and the Tech Services team on
the East Wall Remediation process.

Cecile, and know what is happening here
on site and in the community,” he said.

After 10 years on the CRG, Tony said his
decision to move back to his home of
Tasmania with family was a difficult one,
but he would always reflect fondly of his
time in Kalgoorlie-Boulder and particularly
his involvement in the committee.

On behalf of the committee, Tony thanked
Cecile for her commitment to the CRG
over her two year tenure and said not only
had she championed diversity, inclusion
and the community over her time, but
she had been a visible leader to KCGM
through times of difficulty.

“I think the CRG is important because
KCGM is much more visible than other
companies in town and it gives us the
opportunity to hear from management like

The next CRG meeting will take place in
February, where the next Chairperson will be
voted in.
The Golden Mile Post
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Photo Feature

Want to see
more photos?
We had a professional photographer
on site and at Hammond Park taking
family photos on the day. Please
contact the External Relations
team for a link to the
photo gallery

Celebrating
30 Years of KCGM

Family Day
Photo Feature
As part of KCGM’s 30 year anniversary
in 2019—and as a thank you to
our valuable team members—we
celebrated with our Family Day on
September 21.
Around 300 employees, Business
Partners and their families enjoyed
a gourmet BBQ lunch and fun
activities for the kids at Hammond
Park. Engaging site tours departing
Hammond Park took place across the
day, with stops at Mt Charlotte, Harvey
Hut Lookout and Block 45 allowing
attendees to learn more about KCGM’s
operations and its people.

Thank you to all who volunteered their time, both
in the lead up to and on the day. Your effort in
preparing your activities as well as speaking to the
tour attendees with passion about your areas of
expertise were greatly appreciated.
Special thank you to the below employees for their
assistance in the following areas:
Mt Charlotte:

Block 45:

Harvey Hut:

Ron Ellis

Maddie Freeman

Katie Kwitneski

Jamie Stratton

Daryl
DeSouza-Meally

Jacques
Van Eeden

Bronson Semmens

Oliver Hirst

Jolene Norris &
colleagues

Pat Kolesik
Colum O’Leary
12
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Matt Walter

Ryan McMann
Ellie Wallin
Andrew Roberston
Holly
Bhusadhit-A-Nan
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Our Employees
KCGM’s IRONMAN—Dean O’Brien
Congratulations to Mt Charlotte Mining
Engineer Dean O’Brien who has qualified
for the Iron Man World Championships in
Kone, Hawaii in October 2020.
Dean qualified for the position at the
annual Iron Man Western Australia
competition in December last year,
completing an impressive 3.8km swim,
180km bike ride and 42.2km run in just
nine hours and 45 minutes.
Placing 10th in his age group, he was
awarded the elusive spot in the Hawaii
comp after competing in the WA triathlon
6 times.
Dean said he had always aspired to get a
place in the Kone team, but places were
elusive and very hard to get.
“I engaged a new coach in July and things
have gone well since then,” he said.

“The training is intense. I train every day,
up to 20 hours per week.
“Typically a week’s worth of training
will include 13 to 14km of swimming,
around 300km of riding and 60 to 70km
of running.”
Before heading to Hawaii, Dean will also
compete in the Ultraman event in Maywith a gruelling 10km swim, 421km bike
ride and 84km run.
Dean said it was with the local Kalgoorlie
Tri Club that he first found a passion for
triathlons and encouraged everyone to
get involved.

Employee Milestones Oct–Dec’19
KCGM aims to provide a positive and supported environment for all its employees
to contribute to the retention of the best of the best staff. KCGM would like to
acknowledge the following staff for their valuable contribution and service to
the company:

15
YEARS
Processing
Jason Wilkins

“It is not just for elite athletes, everyone
is welcome—visit the Facebook page,”
he said.

Mining
Open Pit

Well done to Dean- we look forward to hearing
how you fare in October!

Mark Whitton

Pepi-Joy’s joy at Art Prize
KCGM Laboratory Technician PepiJoy Gilgen was the winner of the City
of Kalgoorlie-Boulder’s 2019 Art Prize
Competition in September, taking home
$20,000 in prize money for her mininginspired textile creation titled ‘In My
Mother’s Eyes’.
Inspired by the competition theme ‘A
Place to Call Home’ and her own laundry
basket, Pepi-Joy created the queen-size
quilt out of old high-vis uniforms in just 13
days, connecting the themes of comfort,
family and home with the sacrifice of shift
work and being away from her family in
New Zealand.

After graduating from textiles school and
working in the fashion industry, Pepi-Joy
made the career change and move to
Kalgoorlie at the start of 2018 with her
partner. She said although her days on
shift at the mill were very different to her
previous career, she was happy the two
worlds could marry together in this project
and she was left speechless on the night
she won.

10 YEARS

In support of inclusion and diversity on
site, a number of teams at KCGM once
again fundraised for Movember—a
leading charity changing the face of men’s
health by raising awareness of prostate
cancer, testicular cancer, mental health
and suicide prevention.
The KCGM Emergency Response Team
coordinated a raffle, with the winning
ticket holder (Hiren Jebaliya) riding the
zip line over Hannan street during the
St Barbara’s Day Parade. The team also
made a huge commitment to raising
money and awareness, with six members
wearing BG4 breathing apparatus and
2 partners of team members walking in
14
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Processing

Mining Open Pit

Liz Landwehr

Anthony Wilson

Theresa Pearce

Mining Underground
Scott Ferguson

5 YEARS

‘Bluey’ dons a moe for Movember 2019
support, trekking 50 kilometres
around Kalgoorlie-Boulder!
Walking 1 kilometre for
every $100 donated,
All fundraising
is matched dollar for
the team raised in total
dollar by Newmont
$4,437 for the cause.
Goldcorp

m

The Technical Services &
Projects Team (Ore + Waste
= Mo Ore) made up of 16 members
raised over $5,600 simply by growing
moustaches. A phenomenal effort!
Thanks also to the Westrac crew for
ensuring Truck 217 with the blue tray
(Bluey) was once again fitted with his
blue moustache.

The Technical Services and
Projects department have been
busy facilitating and contributing to
several community initiatives.
The team took part in the local
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Look 4 a Book
phenomenon, hiding educational
books in local parks for children
to find, read and share the love
of mining.

“You are kind of isolated, but we are all
here together, all working hard.”

“Thanks to Kalgoorlie, the people here
and even working in the mines, it has
really helped with my self-discovery as
an artist, and I feel like a lot of people feel
like that here in Kalgoorlie,” she said.

TS&P Initiatives

Processing

Services

Tristian Billiau

Peter Warren

Robert Farrelly

Michelle Marcinkowski

Jamie Hank

Mining Open Pit

Kelly Pope

Danielle Kwiatkowski

Gary Sim

Amy Saragozza

Melissa Carter

Hayley Speers

Steven Dewar

Mining Underground

They have also set up bottle cap
collections in offices around site for
the Lids4Kids initiative—converting
plastic lids into prosthetic hands for
kids using a 3D printer.
Lastly, the team hosted a Breast
Cancer Awareness Month morning
tea. The morning commenced with a
presentation from a Nurse from WA
Health, and with the help of everyone
who bought in baked goods over
$500 was raised to fund research
for the prevention, detection and
treatment of breast cancer.

Tegan Picken
Stanton Moyle

The Golden Mile Post
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Community Noticeboard

Baby
Arrival

SS

Wedding
Geoff Carlton Wedding

Congratulations to Projects Superintendent Geoff
Carlton, who married his partner Jane Puckett in a
ceremony at St Mary’s Church on Saturday 26th
October. The pair celebrated into the night with
family and friends at the Lord Forrest Swimming
Pool, and are currently planning a honeymoon to
Italy and the Greek Islands.

Engaged!

X
XX

Bikram Singh
Jugraj Singh was welcomed into
the world on 29th August 2019,
by KCGM Project Engineer Bikram
Singh, his wife Saranjeet Kour and
their two year old
daughter Tavneet
Kour. Jugraj was
born at Kalgoorlie
Regional Hospital
and weighed
4.03 kilograms.
Congratulations on
your new addition!

School Art Competition

Miranda Cirulis
Engagement
KCGM Services Officer
Miranda Cirulis and her
partner Michael Penn, a
truck driver for one of KCGM’s
Business Partners are engaged!
After 10 years together, Michael popped the
question at home with the help of their two
sons Kaelan and Maddox. Congratulations
to you both!

Lavanya Gera, daughter of Tejinder Gera from
the Maintenance Planning team has created
the below piece of art. Depicting the Golden
Mile, Super Pit, Mt Charlotte Underground
and the Mines Museum, the art was created
as part of a year 11 project at John Paul
College. Lavanya says the art represents the
road to prosperity and happiness!

40thWedding
Anniversary w
Congratulations to Environment
Superintendent Graeme Smith
and his wife Terri who recently
celebrated their 40th wedding
anniversary! They were joined by
their children and grandchildren to
celebrate the momentous occasion.
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SHARE YOUR NEWS!
The Golden Mile Post is produced and edited by the
Sustainability and External Relations Department.
If you have any news, events, photographs or stories
to contribute please contact:
Kendall Paul External Relations Officer
9022 1338
kpaul@kalgold.com.au

